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Cross-curricular links
Lesson

Cross-curricular links

Page

Let’s start

History, Geography, Maths, Literacy
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I am running…

Art&Music, Literacy, Maths,PSHE
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Moving from one place to

PSHE, Literacy, Social Studies
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PROJECT

Media literacy, History, Geography, IT
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Learning skills

PSHE, Literacy, Geography
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WITHIN AND ACROSS BORDERS

History, Geography, Maths, Literacy
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From One Country to Another

Art&Design, PSHE, Literacy
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AT THE BORDER

Drama, PSHE, Social studies, Literacy
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Refugee at sea

Literacy, Social studies, PSHE

15

A good lie

Media literacy, Social studies,
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another…..

Geography
THE NANNY’S CHILD

Literacy, Art&Design, Social studies

17

Project

Art&Design, Media Literacy

19

Bulllying

Social studies, PSHE, Media
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FLOWER POWER

Drama, PSHE, Literacy
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Art around us

Art&Design, Media, Literacy

23
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The course applies transdisciplinary approach or CLIL (content and language
integrated learning) which moves the teaching process beyond just blending disciplines.
This approach links concepts and skills through a real-world context. Through the course
students are engaged in searching for information, asking questions which strengthens
reasoning and argumentative skills along with enhancing their self-esteem as well as the
ability to work as part of a community. Students are provoked to solve real world problems
which allow them to authentically create and build their own ideas. According to Greenwich
Public Schools on “What is Transdisciplinary Learning?” the transdisciplinary approach
“promotes depth of understanding as well as adaptability to skills needed to succeed in our
changing world.” Therefore, in this course knowledge acquisition and skill development are
integrated into a more meaningful whole. This develops students’ natural curiosity,
promoting a feature that education calls “life-long learning.” Regardless of your preference, it
is this feature that helps individuals be more adaptable and responsive to changes in the
labor force over a lifetime.
We do hope this course to be a valuable tool for your teaching.
Happy teaching!
Nechita Nicoleta
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Let’s start
Around the world people migrate for many reasons: social,
economic, political or environmental. But when did it all start? When did
people first left their places and why?

https://ed.ted.com/on/Dh5grTWL

Exercise 1
Try to match the reasons with the pictures:
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a

Study these words: what is their meaning? Which parts of speech are they?
How do you know? What is the difference in meaning?

immigrant / ˈɪm.ɪ.ɡrənt / noun [ C ]
a person who has come to a different country in order to live there permanently:
a large immigrant population
Illegal immigrants are sent back across the border if they are caught.

emigrant / ˈem.ɪ.ɡrənt / noun [ C ]
a person who a person who leaves their own country in order to settle permanently
in another.

refugee / ˌref.jʊˈdʒiː / noun [ C ]
a person who has escaped from their own country for political, religious, or economic
reasons or because of a war:
Thousands of refugees fled across the border.

migrant / ˈmaɪ.ɡrənt / noun [ C ]

a person or animal that travels from one place to another:
These birds are winter migrants from Scandinavia.
The cities are full of migrants looking for work.

Challenge: check your knowledge about migration:
https://goo.gl/forms/nCdbeLx0Jzdyo7Fn2
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I am running…
When do you usually run? What makes you run all of a sudden? What
are your reactions when you are: happy, scared, angry, horrified or sad?
Share with your partner.
Some people are forced to leave their country and other people chose to
do it for many other reasons.
Exercise 1
Listen to the “Refugee song”: What is the message of the song? What
does refugee mean?

https://ed.ted.com/on/ObotOssQ
Exercise 2
Find the opposites of the following words and phrases in the song's
lyrics and make-up sentences with them:

Weak ≠
happiness≠
stay≠
live≠
lights≠
school≠
peace≠
remember≠
energized≠
insecure≠
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Exercise 3
What do you learn from these songs? What emotions do you feel while
listening to each song? Compare the two songs taking into consideration
words, emotions , music: differences and similarities.

Heal the world

Refugee song
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Moving from one place to another…..
Why do people choose to migrate? Has any members of your family
migrated to another country? Which country did they go and Why?

https://ed.ted.com/on/zXv9vnCX

Watch the video and answer the questions
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PROJECT
The MIGRATION story of my family.

Make a project about your family : Have they ever migrated to another
place? Why? ( eg. Did they move from the countryside to the city?)

Does any of your family members live abroad?
Make a project about a member of your family (or a person)
who lives abroad please include:
Where did they go (show a map with the country and the capital
of that country and its position in Europe)
How did they travel (what means of transport did they use to
get there)?
Who did they go with ( did they go alone?)
Why did they go? (which factors determined him/her to go
abroad)?
How did they feel leaving their home?
What documents did they need to leave the country?
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Learning skills

How good are you at memorizing? What learning strategies do
you use?
https://ed.ted.com/on/1EhASi7P

Practice makes perfect!
Choose your level and drag the country or capital to the correct
place on the map.
http://www.yourchildlearns.com/mappuzzle/europe-puzzle.html
Game: The Capitals of Europe
Step 1: Access this link https://play.kahoot.it/#/k/7b911be0-c30c-4240-8c2d7930813e500f

Step 2: introduce this PIN CODE 884356 to play the game.
11

Game: the country of Europe
Follow the above steps: https://play.kahoot.it/#/k/fb82be45-8ed6-45ec-

9cea-9e4185e5cd43
PIN CODE: 642450
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WITHIN AND ACROSS BORDERS
Exercise 1
In pairs, write the names of the countries where German is either an official
language or spoken by a large number of people. Write notes on the things
you know about those countries on your list. Now compare your information
with another pair.

https://ed.ted.com/on/hS4HJUCA
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From One Country to Another

Who you are? Is it important to learn about our family history? Why?
https://ed.ted.com/on/Ca95F4p5

Imagine you have to organize a TED talk on the topic: “My roots”
Design a flyer in which you convince your peers to participate. How
would you organize the event?
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AT THE BORDER
Role play:Imagine that you are at the border one will be:

eye exam doctor,
general doctor,
hospital building nurse,
security officer,
ticket master,
interrogator,
2 interpreters (at least 2 languages)
3-5 immigrants from various countries,
Prepare your role: write down questions you need to ask any immigrant
when crossing the border.
Eg. How much money do you have? Where will you live? Are you
planning on overthrowing the government? Do you already have a job
lined up? Can you read/write?, etc.
Immigrants need to write down their life stories and personal reasons
for leaving their mother countries.
15

To be questioned the immigrants need to have an interpreter, but what if
there is no interpreter for their language?
What if the immigrant is ill?
What if the immigrant looks suspicious? (eg. mental illness)
What if the immigrant has no documents?
What if the immigrant gets angry?
What if the immigrant is crying and begging to be permitted in your
country, despite health problems?
What if the immigrant is lying about his real origin? How can you check?
Who will you give permit? Why? Why not?
Play your roles.
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Refugee at sea

Is there anything you would be prepared to risk your freedom
for?
How do immigrants travel to get into their dream land?
What problems they might face while travelling?
Where will they stay?
How will they pay for their food and accommodation?
If they had to limit their belongings when entering their dream
land, what should they include in their suitcase?
What special facilities should be provided for the immigrants
travelling with children?
https://ed.ted.com/on/2g0K7CnL
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A good lie

What kind of problems an immigrant may encounter when
coming to live Romania?
What habits and traditions should they know?
What manners should they have in public?
What should they be careful about so as to be accepted?
Is it good to lie? Why/ Why not?

https://ed.ted.com/on/rlSrY4Lx
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THE NANNY’S CHILD
https://ed.ted.com/on/N3ZS5lJJ
In pairs, answer the following questions:
1. Why might an immigrant parent leave her
child?
2. What would the implications of that
experience be?
3. How do photographs communicate?
4. How do they differ from written
communication?
5. How would you tell a story with
photographs?
Listen to "How an Immigrant From Paraguay
Reunited with Her Son"
http://pulitzercenter.org/reporting/how-immigrant-paraguay-reunited-her-son
Now, as a group, look at the photo 1"From Paraguay to New York City: Class
Struggles".
http://pulitzercenter.org/reporting/paraguay-new-york-city-class-struggles

Blanca works as a nanny. The two-year-old child she cares for is the same age her
son Guido was when she left him with her mother in Paraguay 10 years ago so she
could earn money in the United States. Image by Alice Proujansky. United States,
2014.

Read the text and match it with the photos online:
Guido, a tall, handsome 13-year-old from Paraguay who had been in the United
States less than a year, and his mother, Blanca, a naturalized immigrant, were at a
loss. The 2014–2015 Directory of NYC Public High Schools is nearly 600 pages
long, with overviews of more than 400 public high schools. Its introduction to the
admissions process runs 14 pages. Many of Guido’s school-age peers and their
parents were strategizing about how to get into the schools they wanted. Guido and
Blanca didn’t even know what schools to want.

1

Adapted from https://www.coe.int/en/web/compass/flower-power Retrieved on 21.07.2018
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The idea behind school choice is that parents can choose a school—including both
public and charter schools—that best fits their child’s needs. But such a choice can
be a burden, even a danger, when children and parents don’t know how to judge
their options. That can be especially true for immigrants, many of whom have a hard
time
navigating
the rules or
finding the
people
to
help them.
Even for the
middle
class, terms
like “zone”
or “charter”
or “IEP” can
be
confusing;
for
new
arrivals,
they can be

incomprehensible.
Blanca and Guido in the house where she works as a nanny, during his second
week in the United States. Her parental role had been limited to frequent talking and
texting while he lived abroad, so they needed to adjust to living together. Image by
Alice Proujansky. United States, 2014.
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Project
2

You will edit and sequence a photo essay to accompany the radio
piece. Working with a partner or small group, start by choosing 5-10 of
the photographs. Make sure that they tell different aspects of a migration
story. Try choosing varied distances, color, composition and settings to
tell the full story in an engaging way.
Now choose a beginning photo: think of this as the introduction to an
essay.
Next choose an ending photo: like an essay’s conclusion.
Finally, put the remaining photos in order to tell the story. Think about
varying the distances, the colors, gestures and characters in the story
you are telling.
Listen to the radio piece again. Decide which photos should appear at
which times during the audio piece to make a complete multimedia
presentation. How does seeing a story feel different from listening to it?
How can the photographs add to the audio piece without simply
repeating the information it gives? How did your sequence differ from
those of the other groups?

Alternate Follow-up Activity:
Choose a news story and decide which current events theme it connects to. Make a
documentary photo essay about that theme as it affects your community.
2

Inspired by http://pulitzercenter.org/builder/lesson/nannys-child-18496
retrieved on 21.07.2018
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Bulllying
What is bullying?
As a human being, you have a number of rights, but does being human
also entail any duties? If so, which ones, and why?

https://ed.ted.com/on/McmY0N7y

Do you think that it ought to be a legal requirement to intervene when
somebody is subjected to bullying? Give some reasons for your
answer.
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FLOWER POWER
To feel complete as a human being a person needs to have certain
needs fulfilled. For instance, for basic survival we all need to have food
and water, sleep and air to breathe. We also need safety: personal and
financial security and good health. We also need love and belonging:
friendship, intimacy and a family. We also need esteem: to feel accepted
and valued by others and to feel that we can develop to our full potential
and feel personally fulfilled.
Each of you is going to draw a flower to represent your needs as human
beings. The flower should have eight petals: basic needs, personal
security, financial security, health, friendship, family, self esteem,
personal fulfilment. The sizes of the petals should correspond to how
important each of the eight needs is for you at this time in your lives.
Now think about the conditions that have to exist so that you can
blossom and be complete human beings. Ask people to draw leaves
around the flower to represent these conditions and to write key words
on the leaves.

3

Fix your work on a wall to make an exhibition. Look at the flowers.
Then get into small groups of 3-4 and discuss the following
questions:
3

Adapted from https://www.coe.int/en/web/compass/flower-power Retrieved on 21.07.2018
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 Are there any links between human rights and the flowers and the
leaves? If so, what are the links?
 Are human rights important? Why?
 What do the words "human rights" mean to you?
 Are there other needs that are not represented by the petals, that
is, are there other petals to add?
 Did anyone write anything in the centre of the flower?
 Are you surprised by any similarities and differences between
different colleague's petals? What does this tell you about human
beings?
 What are the consequences for the individual of having damaged
petals?
 What is needed to protect the different petals?
 Which human rights do we need most to let us blossom and grow
to be complete human beings (where you live)?
 Are some human rights more important than others? For whom?
When? Where?
 Why do we need to be on our guard to protect and develop human
rights?
 What can we do to best protect human rights?
Now you are going to take your flower off the wall and reshape it so as
to represent the needs and conditions of a migrant. In the same time, let
ideas for more petals, for example, education, cultural security, freedom
to choose in all aspects of one's life, justice, participation, identity and
religion or faith, develop. Present it to the class and justify your choice.
Draw out the relationship between the need, the consequence of it not
being met, the benefits of it being met and how it is protected by human
rights legislation.
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Art around us
Art gives us colour and beauty; it speaks to our feelings; it makes us
think and influences our moods. We are exposed to art every day: in our
streets, in our homes and nature. How often do you draw or paint?
What colours do you like best?

https://ed.ted.com/on/JJPO4NY2

What color would you make a package that holds a microscope with
some assembly required?
What package shape might you create for a kids’ board game to make it
stand out to buyers?
What color would you make a bottle that holds non-toxic craft glue?
What color would you make a bag that holds a wizard’s costume?
What image would you put on a box of kids’ cereal?
What color might you make a packet that holds chocolate-covered
peanuts?
What kind of information would you put on a box that holds an action
figure from a new movie?.
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Guidelines
Step 1- register on ed.ted.com and click on: EDUCATORS START HERE

Step 2-acces the link from the course

Step 3- Customize (or duplicate the lessons)
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Step 4- Change the content by editing ( if it is necessary) , you can also change the video or crop
it. In the end click PUBLISH.

Step 5- Share your lessons ( you can edit your lesson at any time)
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Step 6- you can share your lesson either by introducing your students’ emails or by sending
them the link ( post the link in a group, on Facebook etc)

Step 7- You can review your students work ( they must introduce their names or they must have an
account on ed.ted.com).

The above steps are applicable for Google forms and Kahoot as well (you duplicate
the test and a new code will be generated for your students, if you use the code form
the course you will not have access to their final results)
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Google forms- choose edit and copy the test.

Kahoot
Access the link

A new code will be generated for you to play the game and start the game.
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Guidelines for some lessons- suggestions
WITHIN AND ACROSS BORDERS
(Notes for the teacher:
Exercise 1
•
Get SS in pairs. Read out the instructions for the exercise. You may help, if necessary, by
eliciting yourself names of countries where German is an official language. Write the SS’ suggestions
on the board.
•
Elicit information the class may have about the first country on the list. Write the
information on the board, next to the name of the country in note form. Tell the class to do the
same for the other countries and to add names of other countries to the list in the same way.
•

Make sure you set a time limit to make sure the task does not go on for too long.

•

At the end of the time limit, stop the activity and ask pairs to compare notes.

•

Take feedback by asking a few pairs to read out their answers.)

Exercise 2
•
Ask SS to read the task silently, on their own. After a few minutes, ask SS to think of their
own answers to the questions. Remember to allow SS enough time to fulfill the assignment.
•
Demonstrate the activity: get SS to ask you the questions and answer them. SS then do the
same, working in pairs.
•
Take feedback: ask individual students to tell the class about their partner’s answers. Show
interest in the response by asking follow-up questions: Why do you think you would find these
30

particular things difficult? What do you think would help overcome those difficulties? ,etc.
Encourage other SS to ask this kind of questions, too )
AT THE BORDER
TEACHER’S GUIDELINES

Set up the room like the customs office. Each student is given a role. Each of them is given 5
minutes to write down questions they need to ask any immigrant when crossing the border. Ideas to
use for varying the role-playing :
*An immigrant may have to walk with a limp while walking up the main staircase. The examiner at
the top of the stairs will consider the person lame, and not permit him/her into the country. Instead,
he/she will have to go the hospital building until it is decided if he/she can remain in the country or
be sent back.
*A doctor may be given a card that says he/she must only allow three immigrants to pass. Each
immigrant will have a black piece of paper pinned to his/her back. The doctors will mark with chalk a
code that indicates if the immigrant has any diseases such as pneumonia, eye problems, mental
illness, etc.
*An immigrant may have a card that says he/she cannot find any interpreters who speak his/her
language. Therefore, that immigrant is to get very, very angry. Security has to be called, and the
person is considered to have a mental illness which gets the immigrant sent home.
Exercise 4
•
Do vocabulary work: ask SS to choose three words from the text which they would like to
learn. Ask them to read them in the given context and to try to guess what they mean. They should
then check their guesses in the dictionary.

•
Ask SS to try to teach their new words to the class by either explaining them or giving other
examples to illustrate their meaning. Be prepared to intervene to help the SS.)
Reading activity
•
Explain the task and emphasize that the exercise tests the SS’ level of understanding a text in
detail, including the expression of opinion, attitude, purpose, main idea, implication and gist;
•
Let SS know that the multiple-choice questions are presented in the same order as the
information in the text;
•

Ask SS to read the text individually first;

•

Explain the importance of deducing new vocabulary from context;
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•
Ask for individual SS to read each one question at a time, to find the paragraph from the text
that deals with the specific question, to read the paragraph, then choose the correct answer. Check
the answer with the rest of the class, then move on to the next question etc.)

IMPACT OF MIGRATION
SUGGESTIONS FOR FOLLOW-UP
Set a project to find out about how migrants rights have developed historically and to explore what
are called "emerging rights".
If students enjoyed the activity, they may create "Immigrants Rights Bingo" , which is an active way
to explore the relationship between the struggles of a migrant and human rights.

The content of this publication does not reflect the official opinion of the European Union.
Responsibility for the information and views expressed in the publication CLIL Migration
lies entirely with the author(s).
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